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Abstract. The structure of the solutions of the isentropic gas dynamics equations in

Eulerian coordinates given by [17] is studied. A condition under which the formation

of the vacuum state occurs is obtained.

1. Introduction. One dimensional isentropic gas dynamics is described by the

equations in Eulerian coordinates

P, + (PU)X = 0, (1.1a)

(pu)t + {pu2 +p{p))x = 0 xel, t > 0. (1.1b)

Here p = p(x, t), u = u(x, t) are the density and the velocity of the gas, respec-

tively. The region in the physical space where p = 0 are identified with the vacuum

state. The initial value problem of (l.l.a,b) and

( (u , p ) if x < 0
(M(X,0),/>(X,0))= " n (1.1c)

I ("+, P+) if X > 0

is called the Riemann problem for (1.1 a,b).

The classical method of solution of the Riemann problem (1.1) is to construct the

shock and wave curves for (1.1) admissible by some a-priori criterion. While many

papers have been devoted to this approach (e.g. [1-9]), all these works, except [9],

excluded the possiblity of the solutions with vacuum state.

Recently, Slemrod and Tzavaras [17] established the existence of solutions of (1.1)

via Dafermos's variant of the vanishing viscosity approach. As was suggested and

pursued in [10-16, 18], they replaced (1.1 a,b) by the system

pt + {pu)x = etpxx, (1.2a)

(pu)t + (pu + p{p))x = et{pu)xx xel, t> 0

and construct their solutions as e —> 0 limits of solutions of (1.2), (1.1c). The

advantage of this kind of "viscosity" is that it preserve the invariance of (1.1) under

the transform (x, t) i-> (ax, at) where a > 0 and hence (1.2a,b) and (1.1c) admits
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30 H. FAN

solutions of the form (ue (£), pt (£)), where £ = -t . A simple computation shows that

a classical solution of (1.2), (1.1c) of above form exists if and only if the following

system (1.3) has a classical solution:

tp" = -Zp'e+rrit, (1.3a)

em" = -Zmf + +p(/>e)j > (1 -3b)

(me(-oo), pf{-oo)) = (m_ , p_), (me(+oo), pt (+oo)) = (m+, p+), (1.3c)

where me = uep£, m± - u±p± and " is ^ . In this way they reduced (1.1) to

a boundary value problem for an ODE system. We summarize their results in the

following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. (a) If p\p) > 0 for p > 0 then (1.3) possesses classical solutions

(ue(Z),pe{Q) with pfi£) > 0 for any e>0.

(b) If p'(p) > 0 for p > 0 and either if /,°° ^-j^-dp = oo or if j^{p2p\p)) > 0

for p > 0 and f™ ^pp(p) dp = oo , then

TV(u(m<M, (1.4a)

TV(pe(Z))<M, (1.4b)

TV{me(t))<M, (1.4c)

where M is a constant independent of e . Therefore, there is a sequence {en} , with

en —> 0 as n —► oo, such that

(wen(£), PtJJi)) p({)) a.e. for ^ e M (1.5)

as n —► oo . Furthermore (u(£),p(£)) is a solution of (1.1).

In this paper, we study the structure of the solutions given by Slemrod and Tzavaras

[17], with particular interest in the formation of the vacuum states in the solution.

In what follows, the ue(g), pe(€), u(g), p(g) are given in Theorem 1.1 above. All

the {en} in this paper are subsequences of the {e^} in Theorem 1.1(b). We further

assume

Assumption 1. The function p(p) satisfies that p{0) = p'(0) = 0, p\p) > 0 for

p > 0, and p'(p) is increasing for p e (0, <5,) for some (5, > 0.

Figure 1 gives us an idea about the function p'(p), where 0 < S < min(<5[, p_ , p+)

is a number such that ^ < P {p) < m\npe[d max(p p+]]{p\p)) for 0 <p<8.

We notice that Assumption 1 is satisfied for the polytropic equations of state with

p(p) = Const. py, 7 > 1 .

The main result of this paper is the following: (»(£), /?(£)) lies on a base curve in

the (m, p)-plane which is differentiable with respect to u or p except possibly at an

extreme point of u or p . The solution consists of two wave fans of first kind and

•second kind, respectively, in the sense of Dafermos [11]. ^ is in the first (second)

wave fan if the slope of the base curve at the points (w(£±), p{^±)) is negative

(positive). ^ is not a point of discontinuity of (u(£), p(£)) if p(£—) or p(£+) < S .
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8 8, m ax(p+,p_) p

Fig. 1. The graph of p'{p).

Furthermore, (1.1) has at most one vacuum state which is necessarily a rarefaction

one in the sense of the following definition [9]:

Definition 1.2. A vacuum state («(£), p(£) = 0) in a region a <£,< b (with

p ± 0 for a - e < £ < a and b < £ < b + e for some e > 0) is called a rarefaction

vacuum if u{a - 0) < u(b + 0).

Moreover, if \Jp'(p)/pdp < +oo and if

. rs yp\p) i .
u,-u_> 2   dp + T max (p {p)){p,+p_- 23),

JO P 3 pe[S,max(p_ ,p+)]

then the solution must possess a vacuum state.

The paper is divided into two sections after this one. In Sec. 2, we obtain some

estimates which are of great importance to this paper. While in Sec. 3, we derive

our main result.

2. Some preparations. In this section, we derive some useful lemmas. First of all,

we recall Lemma 4.1 of [17] in the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. For the solutions of the problem (1.3) either one of the following holds:

(i) Both u({£) and p((£) are monotone.

(ii) One of the wf(£) and pc{£) is strictly increasing (or decreasing) while the

other has exactly one critical point which is a minimum (maximum) point.

Lemma 2.2. Let (wf(£), pe(£)) be a solution of P( , then

|eMf(^)| < C, and \emf {£)\ < C, for an ^ e R (2.1)

where C{ is a constant independent of ee(0, 1).

Proof. For any ^el,ee(0, 1), we can choose 8( e (£ - y/e , £) such that

\p'€(e()\<-j=TV(pe)<^=M, (2.2a)
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\m[{6e)\<^=TV{me)<^M. (2.2b)

Integrating from g to 6e on Eqs. (1.3a,b), we obtain

ept(i) = epe{9e) + m((i)^m€(ef)- [* Cp't{QdC, (2.3a)
Je,

em'^) = em'e{de) + me{Z)pe(£) - me(6e)pe(de)

+ p(pe(Z))-p(pe(ee))- f Cm'e(C)dC.
Je,

By employing (1.4) and (1.6), we derive that

(2.3b)

|e/>;(O|<(5 + max(|£|,|0f|)))M, (2.4a)

< (3 + 2M + 2 max p'(p) + max(|<^|, \6 1)) M. (2.4b)
\ pe[0,M] J

Thus, \ep'{^)\ and \tm'({£,)\ are bounded uniformly in e for £ in a compact subset

of E . In particular,

|e^(0)|<C and \em'e(0)\<C. (2.5)

To complete the proof, we shall prove that they are bounded in a neighborhood of

£ = ±00.

Similar to what [10, 16, 17] did, we rewrite Eqs. (1.3) as

ey" = -Zy' + m'

where
y = (PJ )> Ay) = ( ' m(

2

mJ Vt+P(Pe

A straightforward computation shows that

CXP (fe) y= y'^ +e Jo VAy)y'(0 exp j d£.

By applying the Gronwall's inequality on (2.6), we find that

1/(01 < 1/(0)1 exp

where |V/(y)| < R for some constant R , since y is uniformly bounded. So,

(2.6)

(2.7)

where C is the constant in (2.5). Thus, |e/(£)| is uniformly bounded in e for

|£| >2R + 2. □
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Lemma 2.3. There is a subsequence of {en} , denoted by {en} again for simplicity,

such that either

lim max •( , |£ € 1, pf (£) > r )■ < oo (2.8a)
n—*00 W /i IM \ t I

n—> oo

or

lim max-! ' ' |£ <E 1, p (g) > r < oo (2.8b)

for any r > 0.

Proof. Suppose that (2.8a) is not true for some rQ > 0. Then we have a subse-

quence of {en} , denoted again by {e^} , such that

du ({).

dpf «)'«=«-
oo as n —► oo, (2.9)

with

Pe(Q>ro- (2-10)

We shall show that (2.8b) is true for this subsequence {e„}. We claim that, for

n large enough, pt (£) > rx = min(r0/2, p_, p+) for any £ e K. Indeed, for n

sufficiently large,

du. (<*).

dpf ({) <_*«
>C2(r.)

where

C1 + \jCl + m™P€[r,M]p2p'(P)

and

'2VW ^

> max{af ± (£)|e e (0, 1), £<5®, such that pe(£) > r}

ep't±^(ep'f + p2ep\pe)
ae±tt) = 1 -2 •

Without loss of generality, we can assume that

due (4) t
 Is  > r (r )
dPf (o1^ 21 lJ-

n

If the claim is not true, i.e.,

min {pe{Z))<r{ (2.11)
{em '» 1

for large n, then pt (£) have critical points £ = xn which are minimum points of

pe (ij). From Eqs. (1.3), we derive that

£"4 {%)='p2 {% - "»<{|) ■ a-(<>) ■ <2i2>
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An analysis on (2.12) yields that du( (£)/dp (£) increases monotonically as £ de-
n n

creases from until it, reaches £ = xn . Noting (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11), we see

that
/■/»<„(£„> du

due (f).

r0dut (£)
> -r—j—"-jtt L « -»• oo as n -*• oo.

n

This contradicts the fact that we(<^) are bounded uniformly in e and hence yields

our claim.

If (2.8b) is not true, then there is a r2 € (0, rj) and a subsequence of {e„},

denoted again by {en}, such that, for n large enough,

pf (£)>r. for all £ e R, (2.13)
n

du (0,

dPf (<?)'«
<CJr2), (2.14)

for some £ R > where

mm.
C3(r) =: pG[r

<ae+(«

y^C, + maxp€[r M](p'(p)p2) + C,

< min{af ± (£)|e e (0, 1), (si, such that pf(^) > r} ,

where Cj is the constant in Lemma 2.2. Equation (2.12) implies that, as £ increases,

(£)/dp (g) is increasing when
n n

dutp

dp*{Z)

and is decreasing when

due (£)

d^W) > a^Y

Similar things can be said when £ decreases. Then, (2.13) and the "initial" condition

(2.14) as well as above analysis yields that

duf
^<C2(r>). (2.15)

The contradiction between (2.15) and (2.9) completes our proof. □

Corollary 2.4. Let

p0 =: irif{pt(g)\£, e R, n= 1,2,...}. (2.16)

If (2.8a) fails, then pQ> 0.

Proof. This Corollary is the claim we proved in the proof of Lemma 2.3. □
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(U+,p+)

Fig. 2. The base curve for the case when pt > 0, p+ > p_ ,

u+ > u_ , with an extreme point for u which is a minimum point.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that (2.8a) holds in the rest of this paper.

Our results are valid when either of (2.8a) or (2.8b) holds. In fact, the proofs in the

case when (2.8b) holds are simpler due to the absence of the vacuum state.

We use £ (p) to denote the inverse function of u (£). £ (p) may have at most
n n n

two continuous branches. We define

ue (p)=: ue ({ (p)) (2.17)
n n n

on the range of p( (£).

P* =: inf{pfn(^)|^ 6 R, n=l,2,...}, (2.18a)

p* =: sup{/?e (£)|£ e R, n = 1, 2, ...(2.18b)
n

Without loss of generality, we can assume that minieR p( (£) —pt as n —► oo, and

maxiGK Pt P* as « —» oo . Then each p e (pt, p*) is in the domain of 77f (P)

for sufficiently large n . Since {u( (p)} satisfies (2.8a) and is uniformly bounded,

we can extract a subsequence of {e^} denoted by {en}, such that ue (p) —► u(p) as

n —► oo for any p G (pt, p*). Further, u(p) is Lipschitz on any compact subset

of (0, p*]. Lemma 2.1 gives us an idea about the shape of the curve of u(p) as

drawn for the case when u_ < u+ in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3. We shall call this curve

the base curve of the system (1.1). For convenience, we parametrize the curve by

(U(s), P{s)), which is continuous except when P = 0.

We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.5. For some sequence {en} ,

ut (p) -+ u{p) as n —► oo (2.18)

where u(p) is Lipschitz on any compact subset of (0, p*\. Further, (u(£), p(£))

lies on the base curve for any ^ e R.

Proof. The last statement follows from (2.8a). □
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P t

(u_,p_)

u = u (p)

(u+,p+)

Fig. 3. The base curve u = u(p) for the case pt = 0 .

3. The Structure and the vacuum state of the solution of (1.1). The study of the

structure for a broad class of 2 x 2 hyperbolic systems including the Lagrangian

isentropic gas dynamics equations via the idea of self similar boundary value problem

was pioneered by Dafermos [10, 11] and Dafermos and DiPerna [12], Although his

assumptions (cf. (2.1) of [11]) do not cover (1.1), the work in this section owns a

sizable amount to the ideas developed in his paper [11],

We first study the discontinuities of (u(£), /?(£)). Let £0 be a point of discontinu-

ity of («(£), p(£)) ■ By checking the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for (1.1), we can

easily prove that either p(£0±) = 0 or p(£0±) ^ 0 holds (cf. [9]). We assume that

/?(£0±) ^ 0 . We use Q to denote the portion of the base curve connecting points

(w(£0-), />(£(,-)) and («(£(,+), p(Z0+)) • we choose any (u, p) e with p > 0

and ~p / pt, p*. We denote, by £c (p\u,p), the branch of the inverse function of

/) = /), (ij) for which
n

ue (p-u,p)) (3.1)
n n

as n —► oo. We define, for n large, that

Zc=Ze(P) + €Z> (3-2)n n

K (0 = «e (£e )' (3-3)n n n

P( (0 = Pt ({e ). (3.4)n n n

Lemma 3.1. Let £0 be a point of discontinuity of (w(£), />(£)) with p(£0±) >0. For

(u (C), P( (0) defined above with p > 0, there is a subsequence of {en}, denoted

by {e„} for simplicity, such that

(ue (C),pf (0)- ("(C),/HO) 6C'(K;S2) as « —> oo (3.5)
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uniformly for £ in a compact subset of E. (w(£), /5(C)) satisfies the following initial

value problem:

dm

dm(C)

= m(£) - m(Z0~) - Up(C) - p(L-)), (3.6a)

dl. = u(C)m(C) - m({0-)u({0-) (36b)

-£0(m(C) -

p(0) = p, u(0) = u, (3.7)

where m(£) = u{Qp{Q . Furthermore, (#(£), />(£)) lies on C« , if /)(£) > 0.

Proof. Clearly, (ut (£), p( (£)) are of uniformly bounded total variation since

(ue((), pe(€)) are so. Thus, there is a subsequence of {en} , denoted by {en} again,

such that

(fle (£),£ (£))-(«(£),/>(£)) (3.8)
n n

as n —► oo, for any £ e M.

Let F* be a neighborhood of (m(£0—), p(^0-)) in the (u, p)-plane small enough

such that K is bounded away from the /?-axis. Choose

(us ' P&) e C,{„ ̂ (^.9)

close enough to (m(<^0) , p{£0)) such that the portion of C, connecting (w(f0), p{£0)

and (w^ , ps) is in V{ . Without loss of generality, we can assume this portion is on

the branch u = u(]\p). There is a

e(^(^)-v^'^(^))' (3-10)

such that

From (3.9) and

it is easily seen that

|w>J|<4=TV(u()<^, (3.11a)
" " Ven

\p't(et)\<^TV(pe)<^. (3.11b)

(u (Z),pf (£))-(W(£), />(£)),

Zt{Ps)^S o (3-12)

and hence de —► £0 . Since (2.8a) holds, pf (£) is monotone. So, liminf^^ pt (de )

is between p(£0~) and ps . Thus, without loss of generality,

P({d()—>pi as n —> oo (3.13)

for some p{ between p(£0~) and pd . Then we have by (2.8a) that

lim u[l\p( (6f )) = u{l\Pl). (3.14)
n—+ OO cn cn cn 1
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In the rest of this paper, we shall write e instead of en for simplicity. Integrating

Eqs. (1.3) from 9e to ie =: £((p) + e£ , we get

= mf(C) - me(0e) - Z0(pe(C) - pe(0e)) + ep[(9e)

ru-MMC.
Je.

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

dm (C)
= me(Que(0 - m((6e)ue(ee) - f0(me(C) - me(de))

+ p{pe(Q)-p(pf(9e)) + eme{8) - [ (C-Z0)m'e{C)dC.
Je,

By (3.11) the second last terms in (3.15) approach to 0 as n —> oo uniformly for

£. Recalling (1.4) and that 8( —»■ £0, te —► £0 as n —> oo uniformly in £ for £

in compact subsets of R, we see that the last terms in (3.15) vanish, as n —> oo,

uniformly for £ in a compact set. A classical theorem of the theory of ODE says

that (we(£), P(iO) —> ("(()> P(0) as « —► oo uniformly on compact subsets of R,

and that

= m(£) - m<I)(/>1)/»1 - £0(/KO ~PX), (3.16a)

= m(C)fi(C) - "(')2(/>,)P, -£0mO ~ (3.16b)

+ p(p(0)-p{pi),
p(0) = P, (3.17a)

m(0) = u{x\~p) = u. (3.17b)

By letting shrink to (w(£0-), /?(£0-)) to force {u(i)(p^), p{)-> {u{£Q-), p{£0~)),

we obtain (3.6) and (3.7). The last statement is an immediate consequence of (2.8a)

and the uniqueness of (3.6), (3.7). □

Remark. From (3.6), we can derive an equation for w(£) :

PiO^jp- = ("(0 - u(Z0-))(u(Z0-)-Z0)p(i0-)

+ p{p{Q)-p{p(£0-)).

Lemma 3.2. Let <£0 be a point of discontinuity of (u(£), p{£)). Then for any

(u, p) 6 C, with p > 0 and p ^ pt, p*, we have that

(a) if P{s) is increasing (decreasing) at («,/)), then

up-m(Z0-)-$Q(p-p(Z0-))> 0 (< 0); (3.19a)

(b) If U(s) is increasing (decreasing) at («,/?), then

(u-u(Z0-))(u(Z0-)-Z0)p(i0-)+p(p)-p(p(Z0-))> 0 (< 0); (3.19b)

(c) (3.19a) holds as an equality if and only if (3.19b) holds as an equality;

(d) if either one of (3.19a,b) holds as an equality, then

up - m(£0-)u(£0-) - £0(up - m(f0-)) + p(p) -p(p(i0-)) = 0. (3.20)
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Proof, (a) Let (it(C), p(Q) be the solution (3.6), (3.7) with (u,p) = (u, p).

(3.19a) follows from (3.6a) and the fact that p(Q is increasing (decreasing) at £ = 0

if P(s) is increasing (decreasing) at (u, p). (b) can be proved similarly.

(c) We see from (3.6a) that (3.19a) holds as an equality if and only if ^jp-\f=0 = 0.

We take ^ on Eqs. (3.6) to obtain that

= m^rr + m^rr - So^TT-' (3.21a)d\ dc dc dt:

,tr,d2m , dpit) dm
d2c dt: dn

= p{^-){u(^-)-Q^- +p'U>( 0)^.
(3.21b)

Since ~p £ pt, p* ,~p is not an extreme value for p(Q, it must be an inflection

point and hence {d2p{C)/d2£)|^=0 = 0. It immediately follows from (3.21) that

dp(£)/dC|j=0 = 0 if and only if du(Q/d£|f=0 = 0.
(d) is obvious. □

We are interested in the differentiablity of the function u(p). Since the base curve

(U(s), P(s)) is oriented in the direction in which 5 increases, we can talk about the

"right" and "left" sides of {U(s0), P{s0)) by which we mean the portions of the curve

with s < s0 and s > s0, respectively. Accordingly, we can define the "left" derivative

du(p) _ dU{s) |

d(~]p ~ dP(s)

and "right" derivatives
du(p) _ dU(s),

d(+)p ~ dP{s) 's=*o+

of u{p) at the point (u, p) = (U(s0), P{s0)). We define

1 if both U(5) and P(s) are strictly increasing

or strictly decreasing at s,

-1 if both U(s) and - P(s) are strictly increasing

or strictly decreasing at 5,

0 otherwise,

S(U(s0),P(s0)-+)= lim S(U(s),P(s)),
s—»s0+

S(U(sQ), P{s0); -) = lim S(U(s), P(s)).
s-*s0—

Lemma 3.3. Let £0 be a point of discontinuity of (w(£), p{£)) with p{^±) > 0 for

any (u, p) e C£ .
^0

(a) if (3.19a) or (3.19b) holds as a strict inequality, then

du(p), _ (u - u(Z0-))(m(j0-) - Z0p({Q-)) +p(p)-p(p(Z0-))

dp k"(p),p)=(u,P) fh - m(£0~) -£0(p - p(£0-))

(3.22)

S(U(s),P(s)) =
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(b) If (3.19a) or (3.19b) holds as an equality, then

_s(s,/»^. (3.23)dp Hu{p), p)=(u, p) v ' p

(c) The "right" derivative of I7(p) at (u(^Q-), p(^0-)) is

i/p'(p(( o-))
1  TJ

The "left" derivative of u(p) at (w(£0+), /?(£0+)) is

S(u(Z0~), p(ZQ-); +) v . (3.24a)

(3.24b)
Jp'(p(t0+))

S(u(Z0+),p(Z0+)--)V ,

Proof, (a) follows from (3.6a) and (3.18).

(b) Assume that Eqs. (3.19) hold as equalities at (w, /?) with /? > 0. Since

P ^ P* > P* > U{s) and P(s) are monotone near the point (u, p). For definiteness,

we assume that P(s) is decreasing and U(s) is increasing there and (u, p) is on

the branch (if applicable) u[{\p). The proofs for other cases are similar. We shall

show that u(l\p) has "left" derivative as (w, p) given by (3.23).

Case 1. (3.19a) holds as a strict inequality for any p e {p, p{) for some .

Let (m(C), P(Q) be the solution of (3.6) with initial value (w(0),/)(0)) =

(z7( 1'(/?,), px). Then it is obvious that

(m(C asC-oo. (3.25)

With the help of (3.6), we obtain

7(1)/U \p)\ d fdu(0 ,dp(Q\
dp dC\ dC ' dC )

(3.26)

where

We claim that

a ±(C)=: P (<°) ± ^~P ^ P % 0. (3.27)
£± P( o2

min a (£) < ^U ^ < max a (£). (3.28)
P(0€[p,p\] f- dp me[p,p,] f-

An analysis on (3.26) similar to what we did for (2.12) shows that if the claim is not

true, either du{l\p)/dp) —> -oo as £ —► +oo or duil\p)/dp > 0 for £ large will

hold. But none of them is possible because the former contradicts the fact that u[X\p)

is Lipschitzian for p > r for any r > 0, while the latter violates our assumption that
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U(s), -P(s) are increasing on the portion of C, from (m, , />,) to (ft, p), which

is made at the beginning of this proof. By letting px —► /)+ in (3.28), we obtain that

W = (3,29)
dp p

Case 2. For any , p{£0—) > px > p there are points ~p e {p, px) at which

(3.19) holds as an equality.

It suffices to show that, for any monotonically decreasing sequence {pn} of the

following two types converging to p as n —► oo,

A u„ Jp'(p)
lirn "T = z— 3.30

n-°° &Pn P

where Mn = uw(pn) - u(l\p), A pn = pn-p.

Type 1: (3.19) holds as an equality at pn, n = 2,3,.... In this case, we have,

by Lemma 3.2, that

"nPn'UnPn-^Pn- P) = °> (3-31)

KPn ~ ^P-io^nPn ~ W(£0~)) + P(Pm) ~ P(P(Zt0-)) (3J2)

where un = uW{pn). From (3.31) and (3.32), we can derive that the "left" derivative

of u[X\p) at (ft, p) is given by (3.23).

Type 2: (3.19) hold as strict inequalities at pn , n = 2,3,....

Let (Xn, Jn) be the maximum intervals containing pn and in which (3.19) hold

as strict inequalities. Then , Jn —i► p as n —* oo. Consider

A u„ y/Afi) _ pn-xn (u[X]{pn)-uw{Xn) \fp\P)

APn P Pn~P \ Pn~^n

(»(1)(AJ-"(1)(i) _ \Ip\P)

Pn-P\ K~P P

(3.33)

By the Case 2, Type 1, the second bracket approaches 0 as n —<• oo. The first bracket

vanishes as n —► oo also in view of our claim for the Case 1.

Analogously, we can prove that the "right" derivative of u(p) at (ft, p) is given

by (3.23). The proof for (c) is similar. □

Theorem 3.4. Let £0 be a point of discontinuity of (u(£), PiQ) with p(£0±) > 0.

Then

m(£o-) + S(u(i0~), />({„-) ; +)\/p'{p{ZQ-) > £0

> u(t0+) + S(u(t0+), p(ZQ+) ■ -)jp\p{Z0+).

Proof. Suppose that P(s) is decreasing (increasing) from the right of (u(g0~),

p(<!!0)). The proofs for other cases are similar. Then for (u, ~p) e Ct and close to
'0

(u(£0~), p(£0-)) enough, we have, by Lemma 3.2, that

up - m«0—) - ZQ(p - p(i0-)) < 0. (3.35)
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If we recall Theorem 3.3 and are careful about the sign of ~jj — p(£0—), we can obtain

*»o ^ "«0") + 5(«(«o-)' ̂ o")■' +)\fp\p^~)

as ~p -* p{£0—) ■ Similarly, we can prove the other half of (3.34). □

Let t be the critical point (if there is any) for u (£), or /> (£), n = 1,2,....

By the uniform boundedness and Lemma 2.3, there is a subsequence of {en} , denoted

by {e„} again, such that {u^(xn), pe{xn)) -► (u0, />„) as «-> oo. Clearly, {u0, p0)

lies on the base curve.

Corollary 3.5. If /?e (<!;) have critical minimum values at Tn for « sufficiently

large and if (u (r ), p (r )) -> (u0, p0) as « -► oo. Then
n n

(a) (m0 , /?0) = (u(£) , /?(£)) for some £ G E. if /?0 > 0.

(b) yt>(<^±) = 0 for some £ G E, if /?0 = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, u (£) are increasing functions so is u(Jj). So, u_ < un <
n

u+ . Assume the contrary of the Corollary. Then there is a point of discontinuity g0

of p(£)) such that u(g0~) < u0 < u(£0+) and p(£0±) > 0. By Theorem 3.4,

we have

"(fo-) + yJp'WZo~) ^ ^ w(^o+) + \Jp'(p(io+) (3-36)
which is impossible. □

Corollary 3.6. There is a S > 0 which depends only on p{p), p± such that

£0 is not a point of discontinuity of (u(£), p(£,)) whenever 0 < p(%0~) < S or

0 < p(£0+) < S holds.

Proof. By Assumption 1, p'{p) is increasing for p G (0, <5[). We can choose

0 < S < min(<5,, p_ , p+) such that

0 <p\p)< min (/?'(/>))
pe(S,p ]

for 0 < p < S , where p* =: max(/?_ , p+).

If £0 is a point of discontinuity of (u(g), p{£)) and p(£Q-) or p(£0+) < S , then

pf (£) have critical minimum points and u (g) are increasing function for e small.
n n

By Theorem 3.4 and the proof of Corollary 3.5, either

U(€0~) - y/p'(p(i0-) > £0 > "(^0+) - y/p'(p(z0+) (3-37)

where /?(£0+) < p(ZQ~), «(£0+) > u{Z0-), or

"(£o-) + \/p'(Ptio-) > > "(«o+) + \/p'(P(Zo+) (3-38)

where />(£0+) > /?(£0-), «(£0+) > w(£0-) holds. But either (3.37) or (3.38) implies

that p\px) < p\p2) f°r some p2 < px and p2< 8 , which contradicts our choice of

S. □
We say that a function /(£) is strictly increasing (or decreasing) from the left at

£0 G E if /(£) < (or > ) /(£0-) for f G (^ - t, £0) for some r > 0. We say /(£)

is strictly monotone from the left at £0 if it is either strictly increasing or strictly

decreasing from the left at 6,. A similar thing can be said for the "right" at £0 .
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Theorem 3.7. (a) If we (£) or pe (£) is strictly monotone from the left at 6 M
n n

then

Z0 = U(t0~) + S(U($0~), p(tQ~) ■ -)yJp'(p(Z0-)), (3.39)

du(p)_ \Jp (Pito-)) ,,,m
d(-)p-S(u(to ),p(io ), ) p^0-) • ^ ^

(b) If u(£) or p(g) is strictly monotone from the right at ^0el, then

= U(i0+) + S(u(Z0+), p(Z0+) ■ +)y/p\p(ZQ+)), (3.41)

du(p) c/ . ,e \ , \Jp (/>(£o+)) ,, ...
- S(u(£0+), p(£0+); +) . (3.42)

Proof. We prove the case when />(£) is strictly increasing from the left of £0

only. Without loss of generality, we can assume that (u(£), p(£)) is on the curve

u = u(n(p). The proofs for the other cases are similar. We shall prove that

=*<««>->. '«>->; <343>

for any {/>n} which increases to p{Q0~) as « —> oo, where A/?n = pn-p(£0~), Aun =

rfl\pn) - w(£o~) • I* suffices to show the assertion for the following two cases:

Case 1. {uW{pn), p„) = («(£„+), P{£„+)) for some < £0 .

Integrating (1.3) from to £, we obtain

A»«o-> - />«))« = 0, (3.44)

\(u P + P(P)) . \m 1 fto
i- [\m(Z0-)-m(O)dt
nP hn

^OTT + "X-; / (/n({o-)-w(C))rfC = 0, (3.45)
A /) 0 A p A

/I

where Aw/ = /(£„) -f{£0~) ■ Letting n —> oo in (3.44), (3.45) and recalling Lemma

2.3, we deduce that

/>(£0-) lim ^ + "(«o-) - £o = 0' (3-46)
\P

u\<£„-) + p'(p({0-)) - i0u(Z0~) + (2m(H0-) - ^p{^-)) Jim ^ = 0. (3.47)
n"

From these two equations, it follows that

a u Mr)
lim -*- = ±1—1—, (3.48)

n^ooAp p(Z0~)

ZQ = u(ZQ-)±y/p'(p{t0-). (3.49)

Thus (3.39-3.42) are valid in this case.

Case 2. {u'l)(pn), pn) f (w(£+), />(£+)) for an (el, n= 1,2, ... .
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Then, there are points, £n , of discontinuity of (u(£), p(£)) such that {u \pn), pn)

e C( . Since pn strictly increase to p(£0~), we expect that p(€n±) —> p(£0—)— as

n —► oo . We have

_ \Jp'(p(Zo-) = Pn-P(in+) f u([){pn) - «(£„+) _ yJp'WSo-)'
A Pn P(Z 0") A/>„ I P„-P(Z 0-) P^0~)

p(Zn+) - p(Z0-) f u{Zn+)-u{Z0-) _ y/p'WZo-)

APn \ />(£„ + ) -PGo~) Pit0~)

(3.50)
By Case 1, the second bracket approaches to 0 as n —> oo. By Lemma 3.3, we know

that the portion C\ of the base curve is differentiate for n large and hence

rtX\Pn)-U&n+) _ dU(s) | rffl(C).

/>n-/>(£„+) ^(C)lc-0

for some jbgI, where (m(Q , />(£)) are the solutions of (3.6) with

(u(0),m) = (U(sn),P(sn)).

Recalling the claim we proved in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have that

/f\ / du(Q ,
mina,(0 < , < max <2,4
Cgr ± dp{Q feR ±v

where

(3.51)

-m±^2u) + p\Qp'm))
fl+(C)=: 2
± p\0

where /)'(£) is given by (3.6a):

P(Q = m(Z) - m(Z0-) - t0(p(C) - p({o-))-

Noting that (w(£„±) , />(£„±)) ("(£0_)> as n 00 > we can easily see that

(3.51) approaches to p (p{£0-)/p(€0~) as « —► 00. Thus the right hand side of

(3.50) vanishes as n -* 00 .

Corollary 3.8. (a) The solution («(£), />(£)) have no constant states other than

{u_, p_), (u+, p+) and possibly (u0, p0).

(b) Let £0 be a point of discontinuity of («(£), p{£)). If (m(^0-) , p{£0-)) (or

(w(£0+), />(£0+)) ) ^ («0, P0)> (M±> ̂ ±)' then ^0 is a contact discontinuity from

the left ( or right).

Proof, (a) Suppose that (17, /?) ± (u±, p±), (u0, pQ) and

(«(0, />(£)) = (",7>)
for £ e (<^j, £2), where (<!;,, £2) is a maximum interval in which the above equation

holds. Then 5(m, /?; +) = S(u, p\ -)=-:S. By Theorem 3.4, 3.5, we have that

u + Syjp'(p) >z2 > <f, > m + 5\/y5)
which is a contradiction.

(b) We can prove this by combining Theorem 3.4 and 3.7. □
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Lemma 3.9. Let £0 be a point of discontinuity of (w(£), p{£)) ■ Then

m«0+) " u(ZQ~) ̂  max(^/p\p(Z0-), yJp'mQ+)))

p(Z0+) - p(Z0-) " mm(p(i0-),p(i0+)) ■ (i- >

Proof. One of the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions is

io(Mio+) - P(Zo-)) = m(^+) ~ ml&o-Y (3-53)

We rewrite it as
Au = = <f0 - p{Zq+)
Ap p(ZQ+) p{^~) >

where Au - u(£0+) - u(£0~), Ap = /?(£0+) - p(£q~) ■ Noting the inequalities (3.34),

we obtain that

.  

(3.55)
and hence the result. □

Theorem 3.10. Suppose u+> u_ , and p* =: max(^ , p_), p* =: ma\(p+, p_).

(a) If

max , „*,(/(/>))
"+ -  1P+ -P-I, (3-56)

then p (g) must have critical points which are minimum points, for e small enough.

S(u(t0+), p(i0+y, -)X___ < — <S(«({0-), /,«„-); +) ^+)

(b) If fo \Jp'{p)/pdp < +oo and

fs \fp\p) , roax {s n{p\p))
u, — u_ >2   rf/M y 1 ' (/?, + /?_ - 23), (3.57)

Jo P °

where 8 is the constant in Corollary 3.6, then the solution of (1.1), (w(f), p{£))

possesses a vacuum state. Furthermore, the solution can have at most one vacuum

state. This vacuum state is necessarily a rarefaction vacuum state.

Proof. We prove (b) only. The proof for (a) is similar. Since (3.57) implies (3.56),

pt (£) have critical points xn which are minimum points of pfi (£). We denote

(m0, p0) =: limn_>oo(we (rn), pt (t„)) . By Corollary 3.5(b), it suffices to show that

p0 = 0 . Assume the contrary, i.e., p0 > 0 .

We define that

ai,c=' {pe[Po>P-]\(u(Z-),P(Z-))

or (m(£+) , />(£+)) = (u(l\p), p) for some feuj,

^1 ,disc =: IPo ' ,c '

Q2,c~- {P£\-P0> P+]\(u(Z-)> P(£~))

or (w(£+), />(£+)) = (ui2)(p), p) for some £ 6 rJ ,

^2,disc IPO'
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(u+./3+)

Fig. 4. The base curve when p has an extreme value p0 > 0 , which

is a minima. The thickened part on the base curve is the set of points

(h(£±), p{i±)) on the branch u = ul>](p). The darkened part of

the p-axis is c .

If p0 > 0, then

p+ du(2\p) , fp- du[{)(p)f - die '(p) f yt,> j
J* -3rif-k

= f d-^ldp+t <*^Mdp
K< dp Knc dp

-[ d"(^P) dp- f d^>iP) dp.
Kc dp I disc dP

It is easy to see that

Q1 .disc = U {(^(^+)' P(Z~))\P(Z+) / Pit-)> "(£-) = uil){p(t-)) for some ^elj

Then, for the last term in (3.58), we have

du[X\p) , rP(S-) dii^\p)

jp p= T
^ {£*, . disc

— f d-^£ldp= y f^^Mdp
Ja  dp P /,«+> dP Pp(i+)

(3.59)
u(£~) ~ u(£+) t n(s ^ „n,\\

= />«-)- ^+)<"({-,-"K+>)
I .disc

where Kl d,sc =: {£ £ M|/?(c^—) ± p{£+), u(£~) = u{l)(p{£-)}. From Lemma 3.9

and Corollary 3.6, we derive that

L dJLdrldp - £ , (v^xxc-) - />«+)
If rlisr Fez. ^

(3.60)

< i max (y/Ap)) P(Qk,
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for k = 1,2, where ji(E) is the Lebesgue measure of the set E c ®. Employing

Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.6, we deduce that

du(k\p) rS ATl{k)>

[ < f dp+ I
Jakc dp J o dp J[(>[S,p"]nClk

du{k\p)

dp
dp

Cd \/p'(p) 1 / 
</ y——dp + - max Jp'(p)p([d, p*]nttk )

Jo P 0 pe[S,p ]

for k = 1,2. Combining (3.58), (3.60) and (3.61), we obtain

. fs \[p\p) ,
- u <2 — dp

Jo P

(3.61)

u+

+ disc)+ ̂max ] fiwMS, p*]

/•<5 \[p\p) 1 / 
<2/ + T max jp\p){p +P_25).

Jo P <> />e[<5.p ]v

Thus (3.57) is violated. □

The following is a summary of my results: The solution of (1.1) by the limiting

viscosity approach given by [17] lies on a base curve in (u, p)-plane which is dif-

ferentiate with respect to u or p except possibly at one of the extreme points of

u or p. The solution consists of two wave fans: a wave fan of the first kind with

(w_ , p_) on its left and a wave fan of the second kind with (« , p ) on its right,

separated by either the constant state (u0, p0) or a shock. We recall that a wave

fan is said of first (second) kind if it consists of 1-shocks (2-shocks) alternating with

1-simple waves (2-simple waves) so that a shock adjacent to a wave on one of its sides

is a contact discontinuity from this side. A ^ e E is in the first wave fan (or the

second one) if the slope of the base curve at (m(£±) , p(£±)) is negative (positive).

If />(£+) or /?(£-) < <5, then £ is a point of continuity of (m(£), />(£))■ Further,

the solution has at most one vacuum state which is necessarily, a rarefaction one in

the sense of Definition 1.2. If the initial conditions satisfy (3.57), the solution must

possess a vacuum state.
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